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Unit 1 
1.8 The Coordinate Plane 
DO NOW 1.7 Mixed Exercises 1-6 
 
 
I Complete 
I Plot the points: 
a) A(-2,3) 
b) B(2,-4) 
c) C(-3,-3) 
d) D(3,2) 
II Give the quadrant for 
the points given 
A_____    C______ 
B_____    D______ 
 
III Find the sign of x 
and y for each quadrant 
A 
B 
C 
D 
II 
IV III 
I 
(x,y) (-x,y) 
(-x,-y) (x,-y) 
1.7 Practice 
1.7 Practice 
Objective 1.8 
 Students will find the distance between two 
points and the midpoint of a segment in  the 
coordinate plane. 
 
1.1 Using Patterns and Inductive Reasoning 
Essential Question 
How do you find the distance between two points? 
How do you find the midpoint of a segment ? 
Vocabulary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Coordinate plane: Plane where two number lines 
intersect  at a 90 degree angle. 
 
 Quadrants: Each one of the four sections in the 
coordinate plane. Named  
 
 X-axis: horizontal number line. 
 Y-axis: vertical number line 
 
 Ordered Pair: Coordinates of a point on a coordinate 
plane.  (x, y) 
The Distance Formula 
 The distance d between two points 
A(x1,y1) and B(x2,y2) is 
 
 
  d=    (x2 – x1)2 + (y2 – y1)2  
Example 1 Page 54 TE 
 Luisa takes the subway from Oak 
Station to Jackson Station each 
morning. Oak Station is 1 mi west 
and 2 mi south of City Plaza. Jackson 
Station is 2 mi east and 4 mi north of 
City Plaza. How far does she travel by 
subway? 
 Oak Station 
Jackson Station 
City Plaza 
6.7082 mi 
Example 1b 
Symphony Station is 1mi east and 2 mi 
north of City Plaza and Elm Station is 
3 mi west and 6 mi south of City 
Plaza. How far is Symphony Station 
from Elm Station? 
City Plaza 
Symphony Station 
Elm Station 
(1,2) 
(-3,-6)  8.9 mi 
The Midpoint formula 
 
 The coordinates of the midpoint M of 
AB with endpoints A(x1,y1) and 
B(x2,y2) are the following 
 
   M = (x1 + x2,  y1 + y2) 
          2       2 
 
Example 2 page 55 TE 
 Find the coordinates of the midpoint 
M  of QS wit endpoints Q(3,5) and 
S(7,-9) 
 
 
M(5,-2) 
Problem 2b page 55 TE 
 Find the coordinates of the midpoint 
M  of AB with endpoints A(2,-5) and 
B(6,13) 
 
 
M(4,4) 
1.8 Practice 
 TOD 
Work book 
Practice 1.8 Example Exercises (odd) 
 
 Homework 
Practice 1.8 Example Exercises (even) 
 
 
1.8 Practice 
Practice 1.8 
